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Growth of online video
•
•

•

With the introduction of different video platforms, consumers have more
choices of channels and platforms.
Although television is still predominant video platform for U.S.
consumers but it is worth noting that U.S. consumers increasingly use
the internet to watch video content.
Fact:
– More than 85% of U.S. internet users watched online videos (ComScore, 2012)
– Approximately 40% of Americans with Internet access use the Internet to
watch television programs and movies (Parks Associates, 2010)
– Online video advertising is growing faster than all other online ad formats
(Garcia, 2012)
Television
Internet
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Comparison between Television and Internet

•

The result shows that TV(M=5.77, SD=1.28) is used
more often than the Internet(M=4.77, SD=1.71) for
watching video content

Video sharing sites
(M=4.26, SD=1.74)
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Web affiliated with TV networks
(M=4.26, SD=1.74)

Comparison of genres
The favorite video content genres among college students are follows:
Comedy
Dramas
News
Educations/how to
Previews/recaps
Documentary
Entertainment
Reality shows
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Included in genre list but specific data
was not mentioned on the paper

Research guide
•

It is important to examine how audiences choose between television
and Internet to watch video content

•

This raises a question that whether and how television and the Internet
differ as video platform
– What motives behind video content consumption that differ between
television and Internet
– How the motives for watching particular genre of video differ by video
platform
– How audience’s choice of video genre differs by video platform types.
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Research Questions
•

RQ1:
– What motives for watching video content are related to intention to use
television or internet as a video platform?
– Are there motivational differences for using television and the internet to
watch video content?

•
•

H1: Motives for watching a particular genre of video content differ
between television and internet.
RQ2
– How do video consumption motives predict intention to use television or
internet to watch a particular genre of video content?
– How are the motivational predictors of the consumption of a video genre
different according to whether individuals choose television or the Internet?

•

RQ3
– What genres of video content do consumers intend to consume more by
using television rather than using the Internet(vice versa)?
– Are there differences between television and online with respect to video
content genres that are most and least likely to be consumed?
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Purpose of each RQ
•

For RQ1
– To identify the motives that are related to intention to use TV & Internet for
watching video content

•

For RQ2
– To investigate whether and how the motives for the consumption of a
particular video content genre differ across video platform types.

•

For RQ3
– To explore whether consumer were more likely to intend to use the TV or
Internet for a particular video content genre.
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Methods
•
•
•

Survey method was used to obtain data
149 students
Mean age of 20.18
Gender

48
101

Year

Male

Nationality

16

46

Freshmen
Sophomores

43

Female

Juniors
Seniors

44

•

Caucasian

10
20
23

African

96

American
Hispanics
Asians

The respondents were asked to indicate on a 7 scaled score:
– Their agreement with each of the statements that describe motives for video
content (strongly disagree ~ strongly agree).
– How likely they are to watch each of the video content genres using
television and the Internet (very unlikely ~ very likely).
– Their likelihood of using television and the Internet to watch video content
(very unlikely ~ very likely).
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Result – RQ1
•
•

What motives for watching video content are related to intention to use television and the
Internet.
The subsequent question is: Are there motivational differences between using television and
the Internet to watch video content?
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Result – RQ1
•

The result indicates that the motives affecting intention to use television
and the Internet as a video platform are quite different.

Television

Internet

Entertainment

Relaxation

Habit
Boredom relief

Getting updates on current
events

Social Interaction
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Result – RQ2
•
•

H1: motives for watching a particular genre of video content differ between
television and the Internet
RQ2: how different are the video consumption motives that predict intention to
use television and Internet to watch the same genre of video content.
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Result – RQ3
•
•

RQ3:what genres of video content consumers intend to consume more by using
television rather than using the Internet (vice versa)
It also asked whether there exist differences with respect to video content genres
that are most and least likely to be consumed using either television or online.
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Result - RQ3
Video genres consumed by
Television(most to least)

Video genres consumed by
Internet(most to least)

Comedies

Comedies

Dramas

Dramas

News

News

Reality shows

Previews

Previews

Reality shows

Documentaries

Educations / how to

Educations / how to

Documentaries
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Conclusion
•

This study examined how similar or different the Internet and television
are respect to the consumers’ motives to watch video.

•

The findings highlights that consumers’ motive for video consumption
as well as for viewing the same genre are different according to
platforms.

•

Both television and online video platforms indicated that the types of
video genres that are most or least likely to be watched were similar
across television and online video platforms.
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